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How to get more women into the C-suite: 
Close the trust gap
By: Kate Bensen January 27, 2014

For years, women have been the stars of 

higher education, earning more bachelor's, 

master's and doctoral degrees, and they are a 

growing force in many of the fields that hold the 

most economic promise. Women now make up 

almost half the workforce. And now, for the first 

time, women have reached near-parity in pay 

with men at their first jobs. In short, there is no 

shortage of highly qualified women. 

So much for the good news. As Crain's 

reports this week, despite recent progress, 

there are still entire industries where women 

remain woefully underrepresented. At far too 

many businesses, women are not moving into 

leadership positions. The Chicago Network's 

most recent census of progress for women at 

Chicago's 50 largest companies illustrates the 

problem: It will be 70 years before women 

reach parity with men in executive suites and 

boardrooms. 

Women, like men, have always left one 

company for opportunities at another. And, 

women have left the workplace altogether for 

lifestyle or family reasons. These factors only partly explain the thinning ranks of women moving up 

the leadership ladder. A significant trust gap is contributing to the talent gap. Women and men at 

mid-level and senior manager positions have the same ambition to advance, according to a new 

global survey by McKinsey & Co. The problem: Far fewer women have the confidence they 

actually will.

There are a host of reasons. Sixty-two percent of childless millennial women recently surveyed by 

Pew Research feel that having children will make it harder to advance. Women who overcome low 

expectations or outright bias to pursue careers in science or technology face other hurdles. In the 

fast-growing biosciences sector, only 18 percent of women in the management pipeline and 35 

percent of senior female executives feel they're kept in the loop about new opportunities — and, 

more than half of the women surveyed plan to leave their current company within six years. 

This is a tremendous disservice to women and handicaps business success. In the race for talent, 

it's in our long-term interest to create the culture that makes it possible to hold onto employees. 

There must be a broad and explicitly expressed commitment from the CEO on down to fully 

engage, recognize, train and promote women. It's about tracking, measuring, and holding bosses 

accountable. 

WHAT SOME FIRMS ARE DOING ABOUT IT

A growing number of companies understand. Deloitte learned from experience. Twenty years ago, 

thinking that many high-potential women were leaving to be at home, Deloitte conducted an 

analysis and discovered that, instead, their former colleagues were leaving because they saw 

better opportunities to succeed at other firms. Today at Deloitte, a widely recognized leader for its 
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retention and advancement programs, women make up nearly 40 percent of its board. Deloitte 

knows that an inclusive workforce is seen as a matter of competitive differentiation — and survival.

McDonald's Corp. has long promoted women leadership and development programs as part of a 

strategic goal to build a workforce reflecting the customers it serves. It's a message sent directly 

from Don Thompson, president and CEO and the companywide sponsor of the initiative. As he 

puts it, “There is a single mindset to be intentional about processes, systems and development 

opportunities.”

An increasingly effective tool that the best companies are deploying to level the playing field of 

opportunities is sponsorship, not to be confused with the more common mentorship. Mentors 

act as advisers, whereas sponsors are active advocates. A landmark study in the Harvard 

Business Review concludes that “promotion to top jobs depends on sponsorship.” Here's the key: 

The sponsor must have enough visibility and clout within an organization to influence promotion. 

“If there is one thing that women would benefit from greatly, it is more active sponsorship,” says 

Sheila Penrose, chairman of Chicago real estate firm Jones Lang LaSalle. Women need more men 

and women advocating for them, she adds. In addition to sponsorship, Jones Lang pays special 

attention to the international director level of the company -- the top 300 employees -- “as the key 

area where we need to be grooming, recognizing and rewarding women,” says Ms. Penrose. “By 

focusing on that level, you start to think about how am I going to groom women two, three or five 

years ahead of time.” That kind of planning can help ensure that women are moving through the 

pipeline.

Bridging the talent gap is vital not just for reasons of equity, but also for pure business self-interest. 

Fresh, strategic ideas, product innovation, greater market awareness — all emerge in an inclusive 

workplace. There's no shortage of proven tactics across scores of companies. It's time we learn 

from the best and apply them widely.

Kate Bensen is president and CEO of the Chicago Network,

an organization of professional women.

What do you think?

NOTE: Crain's Chicago Business has changed commenting platforms. Readers may continue to post 

comments if logged in using their existing ChicagoBusiness.com credentials. But now, readers may also log in 

using their social media credentials and elect to share their ChicagoBusiness.com comments with friends on 

their designated social media pages.

The commenter section of Crain's Chicago Business is an opportunity for our readers to 

start a dialog on our content. While we don't require you to use your real name, we do ask 

that you participate as though you were – that is, keep the conversation civil, stay on topic, 
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